
DPRG August Monthly Meeting Chat Record 
 

 

00:02:06.715,00:02:09.715 

Harold Pulcher: Greetings Programs!!!! 

 

00:04:22.194,00:04:25.194 

Carl Ott: Hi Harold! 

 

00:04:38.417,00:04:41.417 

Carl Ott: Hey I like how zero zero is at F12, vs A1 ;-P 

 

00:15:39.576,00:15:42.576 

Carl Ott: Note - in lower left of screen, click the up-arrow by paper 

clip.  You can get a draft copy of the user manual Ron wrote 

 

00:23:03.362,00:23:06.362 

Ponder SomeMore: attachments aren't updating for me - still empty 

 

00:23:47.400,00:23:50.400 

Carl Ott: hmm - might be a rights issue with how it's stored on Google 

 

00:26:25.457,00:26:28.457 

Carl Ott: here - try this link to download a copy of the manual 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VXE-

6bUT7OFCcnk5weedVStI8ondkV4c/view?usp=sharing 

 

00:28:28.922,00:28:31.922 

Nihar Turumella: Hi, this is my first ws... Really interesting.. thanks  

 

00:30:02.178,00:30:05.178 

Ray: Ron - did you notice the robot response looks underdamped the closer 

you get to the origin?  I think at some distance it would be critically 

damped.. 

 

00:30:44.670,00:30:47.670 

doug paradis: That is what I would expect. 

 

00:31:44.388,00:31:47.388 

Carl Ott: Hi Nihar - welcome!  Keep in mind that we meet like this on the 

2nd Saturday of each month - but we also meet every Tuesday night at 7:30 

Dallas time.  There's lots of good experience in the group - we're always 

up for sharing what we've figured out, and learning from each other... 

 

00:33:26.351,00:33:29.351 

Nihar Turumella: Thanks Carl 

 

00:59:20.037,00:59:23.037 

Ray: oh god contest rules .. you would have to ask Doug... 

 

00:59:47.428,00:59:50.428 

Carl Ott: There we go - we got Doug to speak up ;-) 

 

01:01:04.990,01:01:07.990 



Nihar Turumella: are there contests, and do I have to sign up somewhere 

to be in the group? 

 

01:01:07.911,01:01:10.911 

Ray: If Doug is a judge you would have to distract him at that point .. 

 

01:03:04.458,01:03:07.458 

Ray: There is no other way around it .. 

 

01:04:46.135,01:04:49.135 

Carl Ott: Nihar - we welcome everybody!  You can find our main web site 

at dprg.org.  Or you can find most of our meetings posted at Meetup.com.   

Most regulars pay nominal annual dues, which help us to maintain storage 

and physical meeting space at the Dallas Makerspace. 

 

01:06:21.272,01:06:24.272 

Carl Ott: We normally host in-person competitions twice per year - spring 

and fall, one indoor and one outdoor.  This COVID mess has screwed that 

up though - so we're trying to as best as we can with these online 

meetings. 

 

01:07:15.871,01:07:18.871 

Carl Ott: You can also check out our extensive You Tube library 

https://www.youtube.com/user/DPRGclips 

 

01:09:06.167,01:09:09.167 

Carl Ott: We do have a slowly growing GitHub account.  On there, you can 

find our portfolio of contests - these give some nice challenges, no 

matter where you are along the robot builders learning curve  

https://github.com/dprg/Contests 

 

01:09:32.670,01:09:35.670 

Nihar Turumella: Thanks carl 

 

01:29:05.663,01:29:08.663 

Ray: The stains were from my cat.. 

 

01:40:23.916,01:40:26.916 

Ray: I'd like to use it when I go to walmart for the non-mask wearers.. 

 

01:41:29.222,01:41:32.222 

Ray: I saw a news report showing something similar used on plane seats. 

 

01:42:18.920,01:42:21.920 

Carl Ott: yes - and I've seen UV sanitizing robots - I think in Asia 

somewhere - maybe airports or other large public spaces 

 

 


